Modern Freudian Theory & Self Psychology

1) Introduction

*Psychoanalytic Quarterly*, 76S: 1547-1562.

*Psychoanalytic Quarterly*, 76S: 1675-1688.

2) Loewald’s Concept of Therapeutic Action & Modern Freidians


3) Repetition Compulsion: Facts & Fantasy


4) **Self Psychology & Relational Critique**


**Contemporary Kleinians, Bion, & Therapeutic Function of Hate**

5) **Modern Kleinians & Bion’s Intersubjectivity**


6) **Therapeutic Function of Hate**


7) **Guest Lecture: Joyce Slochower**

**Developmental Implications of Therapeutic Action**

Readings to be distributed

8) **Guest Lecture: Irwin Hirsch**

**Interpersonal View of Therapeutic Action & Technique**

Readings to be distributed

**Concrete Thinking & the Erotics**

9) **Breaking Through: The Development of Symbolic Thinking**


10) **Slippery Slope & Erotic Transference/ Countertransference**
